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WHAT WILL YOU DO FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE?
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VERSE:
What will you do with the rest of your life?
Will you light up the heavens like a bright shining light?
Will you add to the world your special touch, your special spice?
What will you do... with the rest of your life....
With the rest of your life?

VERSE:
What will you do with all these things you have learned?
Will you hold to that vision that your heart deeply yearns?
Because now is the time, now it’s your turn
You've finally arrived to this moment you have earned
Finally arrived to this moment you have earned

VERSE:
So, who will you help with all these gifts you now possess?
Oh yes you've jumped every hurdle and you've completed every test.
But will you keep all this wisdom that you've gained to yourself?
Or will you step out the box and pass the torch to someone else?
Step out the box and pass the torch to someone else.

ENDING:
Because now is the time, now it's your turn
You've finally arrived to this moment you have earned.
So what will you do? (3Xs)
What will you do with the rest of your life? Your life?
What will you do with the rest of your life?